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Multipurpose hall with a size of 25,000 sq.ft and height of 18 feet

Ideal venue for wedding, reception, community function, cultural programmes, 
exhibitions, social or religious gathering, and much more.

Kitchen area and two rooms which can be utilized as bride and groom’s 
makeup room, green room for theatre or dance performance, supportive 
office for event organizers.

Perfect venue for evening events like gala dinners, musical and cultural programmes, marriage 
and marriage reception, religious function, and much more.

Spread across 8000 Sq. mts

An open ground spread across 
22,00,000 Sq. ft. 

An extensive outdoor space with paved 
parking that can host outdoor exhibitions, 
large social events and gatherings of any size

Includes 8 entry points adjoining to the 
132 ft. Ring Road

Ideal for exhibits that demand the flexibility 
of a large venue and events of any size

Ideal for exhibitions, fairs, cultural programs, 
public gatherings, religious functions 
and much more

The ground can be used as an extended 
exhibition space or be converted into 
supplementary hangersWe understand the importance of 

flexibility in event venues, especially 
during weddings, theatre 
performances or exhibitions, where 
you need space for varied functions. 
Our multipurpose hall has been 
designed in such way that it offers 
you ample space to create makeup 
room for groom and bride, green 
room for artists and so forth, just to 
ensure that everything goes exactly 
as per your plan and vision. 
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Gujarat University Convention and Exhibition Centre,
Helmet cross roads, Memnagar, Ahmedabad 380052

Property Owned By:

For Bookings & Enquiries:

gucec.bookings@ljsindia.com www.gucec.com

079-27914232  |  +91 98242 21119  |  +91 96240 33208

Managed By:

A2, Shivalik Business Center, Opp. Kensville Golf Academy, Behind Rajpath Club,
Off SG Highway, Ahmedabad – 380054, Gujarat, India. 

info@ljsindia.com www.ljsindia.com +91 79651 22320  |  +91 79400 51456
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